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A) Interactions of Fast Molecular Ions with Matter

1. INTRODUCTION

Experiments with fast (MeV) molecular-ion beams offer

many attractive possibilities for studying atomic collisions in

solids. Of particular value in such experiments is the

possibility of determining the force fields (primarily the induced

electric field) that surround ionic fragments traversing a

solid. One has the opportunity to evaluate these fields not just

at the fragments themselves (as one would, for example, in

stopping-power measurements with monatomic projectiles) but in the

spatial regions extending out to several Angstroms from the

fragment positions.

In this paper we give a brief introduction to the

subject and present some recent results. For more detailed

information, the reader is reminded of the existence of the

published proceedings^'^' of two recent workshops on these
3—ft ̂

topics. There also exist several recent review articles '

including one") on the use of the experimental techniques to

determine the stereochemical structures of molecu1ar-ion

projectiles.

In a typical experiment with fast molecular ions, a

tightly colllmated magnetically analyzed beam of molecular

projectiles is directed onto a thin target foil (most commonly

carbon, in order to reduce multiple-scattering effects). In the

front surface layers of the foil, some or all of the electrons on
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each projectile are stripped off, so that, after a time typically

about 10~16 sec (see, eg. ref. 3), there exists a cluster of

fragment Ions each with a well-defined equilibrium effective

charge. These fragments separate In a "Coulomb explosion". The

characteristic time for the Coulomb explosion to develop (a few

femtoseconds) Is usually comparable with the dwell time in the

target. (For dwell times much less than 1 fsec, non-equilibrium

effects are observed in which the emergent molecular fragments

retain a memory of the initial electronic configuration of the

projectile. Emerging from the foil, the fragments may capture

sufficient electrons to reform a bound state of the Initial

projectile species (this is usually termed "transmission"), or

some other species based on a combination of projectile

fragments. Most commonly, a dissociative molecular state is

formed which leads to individual monatomic fragment ions in

various charge states and In varying degrees of excitation.

2. EXPERIMENTS WITH FAST LIGHT MOLECULAR PROJECTILES

a. Dissociation

Figure 1 shows results obtained for the joint energy-

angle distributions of protons arising from the dissociation of 2—

MeV HeH+ ions in a thin carbon, foil.9'10) The observed "ring

pattern" [e.g. fig. l(c)] is readily understood in terms of the

voctor diagram shown in fig. l(b), where the beam velocity v and

the Coulomb explosion velocity u_ of the proton have magnitudes of

about 10 cm/sec and 10 cm/sec, respectively. Figure l(d) shows

the result of a computer simulation. The diameter of the measured

ring [fig. l(c)] snd the shape of the "rim" are well reproduced.

The non-uniform distribution of proton intensity around the ring

is a consequence of wake effects (see, eg. refs. 7 and 9) and is

reproduced only qualitatively in this simulation. An improved

simulation can be achieved by taking into account the rotational

motion of the incident projectiles. From an analysis of the

shape of the rim of the ring, one can derive the distribution,

D(ro), of initial internuclear separations I"-*'.
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Generally, computer calculations based on either a

simple plasma wake model ' or on a wake calculated using

Lindhard's dielectric function i2^, agree well with experiment,

especially when rotational motion of the projectiles is taken into

account and when multiple-scattering and straggling effects are

small.

b. Transmission

Figure 2 shows a set of data on the transmission of fast

molecular ions through thin foils. The phenomenon of molecular-

ion transmission which was discovered by Poizat and Remillieux ^,

has recently been quantitatively accounted for1"' using a model in

which the molecular projectiles dissociate upon entering, the

target and then are reconstituted by capturing one or more

electrons as they exit the target.

The following factors act to increase the transmission

of molecular ions through foils:

i) Short dwell times. The internuclcar separations and

relative momenta of the fragments upon exit are then more

likely to favor reconstitution of the projectile.

ii) A weak Coulomb explosion inside the foil. This can result

from large values of rQ (the initial internuclear

separation), low values of the effective charges inside the

foil, and large values of the reduced mass of the projectile

fragments.

iil) Multiple scattering. This is essential in order to provide

a fraction of the beam that, after a long dwell time, has

exit fragment separations and momenta suitable for molecular

reconstitution.

iv) Low projectile velocity. This increases the electron

capture probability upon exit.

v) The n«-ed to capture only a few electrons (e.g. one).
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vi) Favorable spatial orientation of the exiting fragments. The

data of Eckardt et al.17) and Levi-Setti et al.18^ indicate

that the transmission of low—velocity (~1 a.u.) H2 is

favored when one proton directly trails the other

("longitudinal" orientation).

The greatly increased transmission of H£ as compared

with KeH+ is primarily due to factors ii) and v). The

distribution D(rQ) extends to much larger values of rQ for H2

than for HeH+. Similarly, the inability of experiments to detect

transmission for 02
+> C0+, Off1", etc. is mostly a result of factor

v).

c. Reconstitution of other species

Figure 3 shows an example of the reconstitution of a

diatomic species, C2+, from a triangular triatomic projectile,

D-i . The process is evidently highly orientation-dependent—if it

were not, the contour plot in fig. 5(d) would be circular with

equal diameters in parallel and transverse velocities.^) The

data of fig. 3 indicate that leading or trailing deuteron pairs

are more likely to pick up a binding "lectron than "sideways-

going" pairs in which one deuteron trails another,. In this latter

orientation, capture of a binding electron only occurs when the

third douteron is far away.

d. Rare charge states

The ring patterns obtained for rare charge states

frequently display strong orientation dependences. The "peculiar"

distributions obtained for H° produced from the bombardment of

thin carbon foils with H2+ anc* HeH+ are examples^ > ^ ) .

For R~ produced from the foil dissociation of £ieH+, the

ring pattern is found to be indistinguishable in shape from that

of the H° fragments K This strongly suggests that the H~

fragments arise from a molecular state formed upon foil exit in

which the dissociation proceeds as in the H° case (most probably
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to form He and H^) but now in the presence of either a loosely

bound ("Rydberg") or continuum ("convoy") electron. This

electron, although not much affecting the dissociation energy, has

some probability of attaching to the H° fragment to yield H~.

Similar evidence for processes of this type is to be

found in the spectra of H° fragments from the foil-induced breakup

of 0H+ projectiles11).

e. Effects due to modification of D ( O

It is of interest to see to what extent the distribution

D(rQ) is affected by ion-source parameters such as source type,

gas pressure, extraction voltage, gas mixture, etc. At Argonne,

after much effort, we have succeeded in finding only one case

where D(rQ) can be easily and significantly modified. This is for

HeH+ produced from an r.f. source as contrasted with our more

usual duoplasmatron source. Figure 4 shows how the higher

vibrational excitations in HeH ions from the r.f. source manifest

themselves in various effects.

f. Cluster stopping powers

Following the discovery by Brandt, Ratkowski and

Ritchie21' of the influence of cluster effects upon the slowing

down of ions in solids, there have been several experimental and

theoretical investigations of this phenomenon (see, for ex. 'le,

the article by Arista22^ and references contained therein).

Figure 5 shows some recent data on the slowing down of

"longitudinally aligned" protons from 800-keV H2
+. In general the

cluster stopping powers for light projectiles like H2 are fairly

well described on the basis of wake models derived from Lindhard'e

dielectric function.
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g. Extended measurements on wake potentials

To further test the applicability of various wake

models, it is desirable to study fragment Interactions over

internuclear seprations comparable with wake wavelengths

(typically several Angstroms). Going to thicker targets would

permit this, but unfortunately multiple-scattering effects

effectively blur out the experimental resolution and

sensitivity. This difficulty can be largely overcome by employing

channeling in a monocrystalline target (where multiple scattering

is greatly reduced). Figure 6 shows results from a recent

molecular-ion channeling measurement^' indicating the feasibility

of such experiments in relatively thick targets. (If one were to

ignore the influence of the crystal upon the motion of the

fragments, the proton and helium fragments in the experiment

depicted in fig. 8 would be separated at exit by about 7

Angstroms, i.e. about 0.4 plasma oscillation wavelengths,)

3. EXPERIMENTS WITH SLOW HEAVY MOLECULAR PROJECTILES

It is of interest to see to what extent current wake

theories are applicable to the case- of slowly-moving heavy

projectiles where the effective charges are significantly less

than the nuclear charges. To this end, we have recently initiated

at Argonne a feries of measurements on the dissociation ' and

stopping power ' of N2 projectiles in the energy range 1.0 to

3.6 MeV.

a. Dissociation

Figure 7 shows ring patterns measured for N+ and N

fragments emerging from a 73-A carbon foil bombarded by 3-MeV

No . The ring diameters can be fairly well understood in terms of

a model in which the nitrogen fragments repel each other inside

the foil with the same (not necessarily integral) effective

charges that determine their individual stopping powers. Outside
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the foil, the detected fragments (either N + or N^+ in this case)

continue to Coulomb-explode away from their partners which can

assume one of several possible integral charge states. Thus,

although inside the foil the effective charges of the defected >T

and r are the same, the ring diameter measured for N^+ is larger

than for KT1".

Figure 8 shows a comparison of these measured ring

patterns with rings calculated using three different wake

models. The calculations were performed with the "Fokker-Planck"

technique described by Vager. The distributions D(rQ) were

derived using Franck-Condon factors to estimate the population of

vibrational levels in the X and A states of N2 • This gave a most

probable value of rQ = 1.12 A in good agreement" with the value

tabulated by Huber and Herzberg26\

The three wake models tried were:

1) "Lindhard". Obtained by numerical integration of Lindhard's

dielectric function for a Fermi gas of free electrons.

2) "Vager-Gemmell". A simple classical plasma wake*' based on

the high-frequency approximation to the dielectric function

2

e(w) = 1 V—j ,

U + 1Y)

where y is a damping parameter.

3) "Coulomb". Based on a polarization charge distribution

derived from Coulomb wave functions

as described by Faibis et al. '•'.

It is clear that none of the computer simulations fits

the experimental data very well. In particular, the "Lindhard"

wake gives a very poor fit. This is no great surprise since a

linear-response theory, in which the projectile charge is treated
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as a perturbation in the electron gas, is not expected to be valid

for these heavy ions.

Figure 9 shows the stopping power ratio, R, (defined as

the average rate of slowing down tor the two detected N* fragments

from N2 + divided by the rate of slowing down for a monatomic ti&

beam of the same velocity) as a function of dwell time in a carbon

target, for N.^ energies between 1 KeV (v = 1.2 a.u») and 3.6 MeV

(v = 2.28 a.u.). Only tr fragments from fragment pairs that were

"longitudinally" aligned upon foil exit, were detected in these

measurements. In contrast with most of the data for light

molecular projectiles, the stopping power ratios thus determined

for N ?
+ beams are all less than unity. (Crudely speaking, this is

because much ot: the induced negative polarization charge now lies

between tin; two ion fragments.)

As indicated in fig. 10, none of the calculations that

have sr. far been performed, based on the three wake models

described above, i,3 able to reproduce the experimental K-values.

in fart, Lhe !naaf bad fit is obtained with the "Lindhsrd" wake

and the worst with the 'Coulomb"—just the reverse from the

situation, in fitting the fragmentation patterns.

b. Validity of wake models for s.low heavy molecular ions

It is clear that none of the wake models tasted thus far

is able to account simultaneously for both the fragmentation and

the stopping power measurements. This failure is not

unexpected. The main factors limiting the applicability of these

wake models to the N-^ problem are:

i) A non-linear theory is clearly required. (Of the three

models testedj only the "Coulomb" wake is not of a linear-

response type,)

ii) Although the "Coulomb" wake was used successfully by Faibis
9 7") -f.

et al.*" ' to describe the dissociation of OH , it is

expected to be of limited validity for No , This is because
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two heavy ions are involved, whereas in the OH case the

proton can be treated as a perturbation.

iii) The fragments are not point charges. Although the point-

charge approximation may be useful in describing the slowing

down of monatoraic heavy-ion beams, it has obvious

limitations in describing the force fields away from the ion

centers.

iv) Ti:e target foils are not uniform Fermi gases. This feature

ia expected to become more pronounced for heavy ions.

v) There are indications that strong re-orientation and wake-

trapping effects play a significant role in the motions of

the fragments within the foil. The«e effects have not yet

been taken into account in calculations.

B) The Contribution of Field-ionized Rydberg Atoms in

Measurements on Convoy Electrons

A prominent feature observed in the energy spectrum of

electrons emitted in the forward direction from thin foils and gas

targets under fast ion bombardment is a sharp cusp-like peak

occurring at an energy where the electron velocity matches the

velocity of the emerging ions. For fast protons or alpha

particles, these "cusp" electrons (also called "convoy" electrons

in the case of solid targets) are believed to originate

predominantly from the capture of target electrons into continuum

states of the projectile. Intense experimental and theoretical

efforts" have been directed towards understanding the measured

cusps in terms of the electron-capture-to-the-continuum (ECC)

model and also in terms of a "wake-riding" model. * Many of the

observed features lack satisfactory explanation. Adding to the

difficulties in interpretation is the recent observation^ of two

components in the cusp peak—a feature not seen in previous

measurements.
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O 1

These difficulties prompted a group of us at Argonne

to wonder how much the presence of Rydberg atoms in the beam

emerging from the target could be affecting observations on convoy

electrons, if electron capture can occur into continuum states

lying just above the ionization threshold of the projectile, there

is no a priori reason why capture into bound states lying just

below the ionization threshold cannot also occur with comparable

probability. The level density for these quasi-classical Rydberg

states increases very rapidly with excitation energy as the

ionization limit is approached. There already t ists some

evidence that such states play a role for example in the delayed

emission of Ly-a radiation from foil- and gas-excited fast Ions

and in the "Coulomb-explosion" patterns observed for H~ arising

from fast HeH+ projectiles and for H° from fast OH projectiles

(see Section A, above).

The fate of Rydberg atoms emerging from a target can be

expected to depend sensitively, and in ways difficult to predict,

upon details of Lhe experimental apparatus. Rydberg atoms have

long radiative lifetimes, but they can be ionized in quite modest

electric fields. Certainly the electric fields used in most

electrostatic electron spectrometers (and the equivalent Lorentz

field in most magnetic spectrometers) suffice to ionize a large

fraction of Rydberg atoms entering the spectrometer. It is

customary in measurements on convoy electrons to pass the

projectiles emerging from the target through the spectrometer.

Furthermore these weakly bound and spatially extended Rydberg

atoms are fragile and susceptible to ionization by collision with

residual gas in the vacuum chamber. If BCC electrons and Rydberg

atoms were to emerge from the target in comparable numbers, the

intensity and shape observed for the cusp peak would depend

critically on experimental parameters such as the quality of the

vacuum, the spectrometer fields (their magnitudes and directions),

the distance from target to spectrometer, etc. In the experiments

described below, we show that for fast li+ and He+ bombardment of
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carbon and aluminum foils, Rydberg atoms do Indeed contribute

significantly to the cusp peak.

After acceleration in Argonne's 4.5-MV Dynamitron the

ions were magnetically analyzed and collimated so that upon

entering a vacuum chamber (2 x 10"' Torr), the beam spot size was

1 mm and the angular divergence was ±0.15 mrad. In the chamber

(Fig. 11) the beam first traversed a monitoring system consisting

of a rotating chopper with a detector for scattered projectiles.

The beam then passed consecutively through two sets of mutually

orthogonal ("Y" and "X") electrostatic deflectors, a foil target,

a further set of electrostatic deflectors ("X"), the entrance

aperture of a 45° parallel-plate electron spectrometer, and

finally through a hole drilled in the back-plate of the

spectrometer. The spectrometer was located so as to view electrons

emerging from the target parallel to the incident beam and was

oriented so that analyzed electron trajectories lay in the "X-Z"

plane. The foil target and the housings for the deflectors and

spectrometer were all electrically grounded. The 3.7—mm diam.

entrance nozzle of the spectrometer abutted the post-deflector

housing and was located 15.8 cm downstream from the target.

Figure 12 shows electron distributions obtained with a

3-MeV He+ beam and a 2-Mg/cm^ carbon target (qualitatively similar

results were also obtained with energetic beams of H"*", H2+, HeH"*"

and Ne+ on both carbon and aluminum targets). The experimental

procedure was as follows. Firstly, with all deflector plates

grounded, an electron spectrum was recorded and the cusp peak

identified. Then the yield of cusp electrons was maximized by

applying vcltages to the predeflectors, thereby fine-tuning the

direction of the incident beam. (A limited angular distribution

for the cusp electrons wss obtained in this way.) Figure 12(a)

shows the electron energy spectrum obtained after this alignment

procedure. Next, a field was applied symmetrically to the

postdeflector plates. Figure 12(b) shows the relative yield of
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electrons detected as a function of the fields in the

postdeflector and the spectrometer. The deflection of the

emerging projectiles in these measurements was negligible (for

He"*"1" it was ~l/4000 of the deflection of electrons coining from the

target).

Except for the cusp electrons, the electron yield varies

with postdeflector field as expected for electrons originating

from the target. The behavior of the cusp slectrons, on the other

hand, is quite different. There appear to be two components in

the cusp. The first component varies with postdeflector field in

the manner expected for target electrons. The second component

behaves quite differently. It is much less affected by the

postdeflector field and appears as a "ridge" in Fig. 12(b).

Figure 13 shows the distribution that results when this ridge is

subtracted.

Using a biased filament as a collimated monoenergetic

source of 400-eV electrons at the target position, the response

function of the detection system was measured in terms of the

spectrometer and postdeflector fields. The result, which agreed

well with calculations based on the known geometry of the

apparatus, was then used together with a theoretical model"" for

the ECC electrons to derive the calculated curves shown in Figs.

3(b) and (c). Although our resolution in energy (~8%) and angle

(~24 mrad) was not good enough to test details of the ECC theory,

the calculated curves are consistent with a description of the

cusp-like peaks in both energy and angle as being primarily due to

ECC electrons. The narrow peak in angle agrees with that

determined using the predeflectors. There have been few

determinations of angular distributions for cusp electrons from

foils. However, our results do show qualitative agreement with

the narrow angular peaks observed by previous workers-* »••'.

We identify the "ridge" ele'-:rons in Fig. 12(b) as

arising from Rydberg atoms created at the exit surface of the
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target foil when emerging helium projectiles capture target

electrons into bound states. These atoms fly undeflected (He°) or

almost undeflected (He , He~) into the electron spectrometer

which, if set to record ~400-eV (cusp) electrons, contains a field

of 170 Volt/cm. For hydrogenic Rydberg atoms, this field reduces

the lonis:ation lifetime to about 1 nsec for n = 50 (and, of

course, shorter lifetimes for higher principal quantum

numbers). Since 3-MeV helium atoms travel about 1.2 cm in a

nanosecond, we can expect that the spectrometer field will ionize

all Rydberg atoms with n-values greater than about 50. The weaker

electric field in the postdeflector [up to about 30 Volt/cm for

the data shown in Fig. 12(b)] will only ionize Rydberg atoms with

much higher principal quantum numbers. As expected, the "Rydberg

ridge" decreases with increasing postdeflector voltage. At a

postdeflector field of 170 Volt/cm, the ridge height is ~l/20 of

its value at a field of 30 Volt/cm. The center of the Rydberg

ridge is displaced upwards in apparent energy by about 18 eV from

the energy at the peak of the cusp shown in Fig. 13(b). This

upward shift in apparent energy is due to the ionizatton occurring

after the Rydberg atoms penetrate on the average about 2 mm into

the spectrometer field. This distance is reasonable when viewed

in terms of the lifetimes quoted above and in terms of the spatial

extent of the transition field at the entrance to the

spectrometer.

Additional measurements in which a positive bias voltage

was applied to the target confirm the origins of the two

components—the apparent energy of the ridge electrons is

unaffected while the electrons from the target are lowered in

energy (see Fig. 14). Our experiments thus far have not permitted

us to make an accurate determination of the ratio of Rydberg atoms

to ECC electrons, but the data do indicate that they emerge from

the target with comparable probabilties.

In further studies, we have observed similar effects for
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gaseous as well as solid targets and for an extended range of beam

velocities. The use of molecular-ion projectiles was also found

to have a pronounced influence upon the relative numbers of

Rydberg atoms reaching the spectrometer.

In comparing observations on ECC electrons either with

theory or with results from other laboratories, it is clearly

essential to consider the contribution of electrons stemming from

the field-ionization of projectile Rydberg atoms during passage

through the spectrometer. Such electrons which can influence the

observed yield and shape of the cusp peak in a very significant

manner, have not hitherto been taken into account.

These results have consequences in several areas of

collision physics. For example it is interesting to speculate

that the well-known and as yet unexplained differences in the

charge-state distributions attained by fast heavy-ion beams after

traversing gaseous and solid targets may be in large measure due

to field lonization effects present at the exit surface of foils

but absent in gases.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1. Results for protons arising from 2-MeV HeH+ projectiles

bombarding an 85-A thick carbon target9'10'.

Fig. 2. Transmitted fractions, T, of fast beams of H£+» ^HeH+,

3HeH+, 3He 2
+ and D3

+ through thin foils13). All of the

data points except the one labelled "AI2O3" were obtained

with carbon targets. The dashed curve for 2-MeV R^

represents data taken by the Lyon group* '.

Fig. 3. (a), (b), and (c). Energy and angle distributions for

D2+ arising from 3.6-MeV D^+ incident upon a 216-A carbon

foil. (c) A contour plot of the D^ intensity as a

function of transverse and parallel velocities (arb.

units) in the cm. The two velocity scales in (c) are

equalIQ>.

Fig. 4. Compariuon of effects seen for protons from the foil-

induced dissociation of 2-MeV KeH"1" ions produced from an

r.f. source and a duoplasaatron source '. a) angle

spectrum, b) distribution D(rQ), c) HeH"
1" transmission and

d) ring patterns for H°.

Fig. 5. Stopping power ratio, R, (i.e. the average rate of

slowing down for the two protons from H£ compared with

that for protons of the same velocity) for 800-keV H2 + in

aluminum [open circles (experiment) and long-dashed line

(calculation)] and in carbon [crosses (experiment) and

short-dashed line (calculation)]. Only protons emerging

in the beam direction from the target are counted"'*

Fig. 6. Ring pattern for protons emerging in the (111) planar

direction from a gold crystal 950 A thick bombarded by 3-

MeV HeH+ incident along the same (111) planar

direction. In Fig. 6(d), the velocity scales are

arbitrary, but equal. The angular coordinate in Figs.

6(a) and (c) is measured with respect to the beam

direction in the (111) plane24).

Fig. 7. Ring patterns for N + (a, b and c) and N^+ (d, e and f)
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fragments arising from the bombardment of a 73-A carbon

foil by 3-MeV N 2
+ projectiles25.

Fig. 8. Comparison of the experimental ring pattern (Fig. 7) for

tT+ with patterns calculated on the basis of three

different wake models as described in the text.

Fig. 9. Stopping power ratio (see text) for N 2
+ projectiles of

various energies penetrating carbon foils"). Only N*

fragments from "longitudinally" oriented fragment pairs

are detected.

Fig. 10. comparison of the measured R-values for 3-MeV N 2
+

projectiles with calculated values based on the various

wake models described in the text. The data pertain to

the case of "longitudinally" aligned projectiles ^ .

Fig. 11. Scw_.r=itic arrangement of the elements of the experimental

set-up within the target chamber.

Fig. 12. Ejectron distributions measured for 3-MeV He+ incident on

a 2-ug/cm^ carbon foil.

(a) Electron energy distribution obtained in the forward

direction. The peaks corresponding to cusp

electrons and to binary encounters with target

electrons are marked.

(b) Distribution of electrons detected as a function of

the postdeflector and spectrometer fields. The

energy scale applies to electrons from the target•

The angle scale applies only to convoy electrons

(~400 eV) coming from the target.

The distribution in Fig. 12(a) was derived by dividing

the measured electron count rates by the electron

energies in order to take into account the energy

dependence of the spectrometer acceptance. This

correction has not been applied in Fig. 12(b).

Fig. 13. a) Distribution as in Fig. 12(b), but with the "Rydberg

ridge" subtracted out. Since all of the electrons in the

remaining distribution are assumed to emerge from the
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target, the data are plotted in terms of electron energy

and angle of emission.

b) and c) orthogonal cuts made at the peak position and

parallel to the two axes of Fig. 13(a). The solid curves

are energy and angle distributions calculated for convoy

electrons. As in Fig. 12(a), the distribution shown in

Fig. 13(b) has been divided by the electron energy.

Fig. 14. Electron distribution for 750-k.eV H+ incident on a 2

yg/cm carbon foil upon which a positive bias of 00 Volts

has been placed. The number of detected electrons is

shown plotted as a function of their apparent energy (as

determined from the spectrometer field) and of the field

on the pose-deflector plates.
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750 keV H+ carbon target (+60 V bias) (RING5317)
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